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BF20.

Designer: Benny Frandsen (2020)

PENDANT.
BF20 is a beautiful synthesis of classic craftsmanship and industrial functionalism, resulting in a flawless lighting experience.
The contrasts of a soft, spherical expression and a clean-lined minimalism have been brought together in this dynamic innovative yet classic lamp series. The new BF20 series from Frandsen is the perfect combination of functionality and design, carefully
catering to every single detail to provide an impressive lighting experience.
The BF20 series comprises a floor lamp, available in both single and double, a table lamp and a pendant lamp, available in
several sizes. The various models are idea for combining to achieve a streamlined look.
The top of every model is made from acrylic, which allows the light to issue upwards and beautifully light up the room. On the
floor and table lamps, the spots can be tilted in the desired direction for flawless functionality. The surface finish comes in both
matt black and matt brushed satin, adding a touch of elegance for a timeless and refined look that suits many homes.
Materials:
Metal plated
Painted white inside
Cord:
300 cm black fabric

Socket/bulb (not incl.)
ø15 cm pendant: E14 max.25W
ø28 cm pendant: E27 max. 25W
ø38 cm pendant: E27 max. 25W
Learn more about e.g. Kelvin, Lumen, Watt - see our homepage. Click here.
ø15 cm. Matt black: art.no. 118462
ø15 cm. Matt brushed satin: art.no. 118463

10 cm

Ceiling canopy:
ø10xH2 cm. Color as lamp.

15 cm

Weight:
Pendant ø15 cm: 0.8 kg.
Pendant ø28 cm: 1.5 kg.
Pendant ø38 cm: 1.7 kg.

Assembley Instructions:
See and/or download here.
ø28 cm. Matt black: art.no. 118464
ø28 cm. Matt brushed satin: art.no. 118465

16 cm

Box dimensions:
Pendant ø15 cm: 19x19x21 cm. 1.0 kg. gross.
Pendant ø28 cm: 30x30x21 cm. 2.0 kg. gross.
Pendant ø38 cm: 40x40x26 cm. 2.5 kg. gross.

High resolution images:
If you need high resolution images - see our images of this model here.
28 cm

ø38 cm. Matt black: art.no. 118466
ø38 cm. Matt brushed satin: art.no. 118467
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21 cm

Instagram ready images.
The correct format for Instagram images can be downloaded here.

38 cm

